
Dangate are exclusive European distributors of Dan 
Thompson Predator Calls 

● Dangate supplies Dan Thompson’s handmade, hand-tuned game calls to the 
European market 

● Originating from the USA, every call is checked by hand to ensure they meet 
the high standards that the legendary Dan Thompson has set for quality. 

 
At this year’s IWA event, Dangate will be joined by Sandor Hestbæk Markus, an 
expert in the field of predator calling. Dangate, as the official European distributor for 
Dan Thompson calls, will be offering demos of the products, as well as showing the 
fantastic handmade quality of each one. 
 
Not only has Sandor Hestbæk Markus mastered these calls, the Swedish hunter and 
film maker Ulf Lindroth proudly uses Dan Thompson calls for his predator hunts. He 
openly uses Dan Thompson calls in his videos, and shows the effectiveness of them 
in a European environment. Ulf switched to exclusively using Dan Thompson calls 
when he felt the quality and learned how reliable these calls are, time after time. His 
go-to call is the Dan Thompson PC2. So far it has never let him down on his 
extensive Red Fox hunts in Sweden, on all terrains. 
 
Hand-crafted in superior hardwood, each call is individual. Although people try to 
copy Dan Thompson’s calls, the quality of the real thing is unmistakable. Available in 
a hardwood finish, many of the calls also have a snow camo version available. Dan 
Thompson himself learned hunting from his father, and he took great pride in 
developing his calls to be the perfect tool for hunting predators. This crosses over 
into Europe to hunting Foxes, Raccoon Dogs, Wolves, Jackals and other predators 
under legal control. Dangate are proud to be able to distribute Dan Thompson calls 
for all to use. 
 
 
 

 
 
Founded in 2008, Dangate has many years of expertise with the sale of high quality hunting 
equipment. We help prepare both beginner and more advanced hunters with top quality 
equipment and advice. Dangate is the exclusive retailer of both Spypoint and Bolyguard 
cameras in Denmark, and the European stockist for Dan Thompson predator calls and 
Rig’Em Right hunting blinds and accessories. Dangate aims to be the first on the market to 
introduce the latest special products and trends to hunters. Visit our website at: 
http://dangate.dk/ to find out more. 

http://dangate.dk/

